PROS --- HF Transformer Inverter

CONS --- Transformerless inverter

High Frequency (HF) Transformer Inverter: lowest starting DC voltage in the world

10 Year Warranty (Standard)
15 Year Warranty (Optional)

GT3.6-ZX-01/HF
GT1.5/2.0/2.5/3.0/5.0-ZX-01/HF
1. Completely electrical separation by grid isolated
with perfect designed protection to avoid human
electric shock or any direct impact to grid. As well as
cost reduction on installation procedure within two
hours.
2. Outstanding performance in rainy/cloudy
whether, dual input sections with each
independent MPP tracking divide into two branch
inputs, allows optimal energy harvesting from each
sub-arrays oriented in different directions.
3. Lowest starting DC input PV Voltage range/MPPT
(60V～600V) in the world, with MPP Adaptation
Efficiency of over 99.0%.
4. Wide output AC voltage range (102～138Vac/180
～264Vac).
5. Enhanced stability on system shock resistance,
allows flat efficiency curves ensure high efficiency at
all output levels ensuring consistent and stable
performance across the entire input voltage and
output power range.

Sunrous New Energy Technology Co.,Ltd focus on research
and development, design, produce high-performance
inverters for mains-connected solar power systems from
1.5kW upwards with High Frequency Isolated series. Sunrous
is first HF isolated grid-tied inverter manufacture that
authorized and certified by UK-G59/83 in China. As well as
tested by the PHOTON Lab with UL standard and ETL certified.
Sunrous HF isolated grid-tied inverter reach the top level
compared with power-one isolated series, SMA Sunny Boy and
Fronius HF series.

1. No electrical separation by grid isolated
protection, high voltage on grid connection might
induce:
- Human Electric Shock.
- Local pyrexia in solar module generate electric
spark, easy to cause fire on system.
- Reduced life span on inverter and module.
2. Underperformance during rainy/humidity
weather condition, reduced impedance between
modules and ground/earth, might induce:
- Frequently tripping operation (off-grid display on
LCD screen).
- Isolated failure (wet leakage on insulation
resistance) induce damage on module and
invertenr.

Why choose Sunrous HF transformer inverters

3. Limited starting DC voltage with (150V～450V),
unable to fit low power installation with reduced
string size.
4. Limited flexibility on AC voltage range (180～
264Vac).
5. Lack of overall system shock resistance, with any
grid voltage fluctuation will induce inverter fault or
LCD display error.

“PHOTON TESTED”

UK Site：
Middle Stanley Renewable Centre
Stanley Pontlarge
Cheltenham
GL54 5HE

- Guarantied ROI based on constantly optimal energy harvesting.
- Wide input voltage range (60V-600V) makes the inverter suitable to low power installation with reduced
stringsize.
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- Utilize high-efficiency power-conversion technologies.
- High-speed independent Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) channels, dual input section to
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- IP 65/NEMA 3R, outdoor enclosure for unrestricted use under any environmental conditions.
- Inverter has been signed to serve all countries.
- Optimized design for crystalline or thin film module, used in domestic/residential applications requiring
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- Outstanding professional technical services (pre-sale and after-sale technical support).
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